
Number Sense Intervention Grades K–2

Program Overview

Available in 
English or 
Spanish



Small Groups Build Skills, Confidence
Partner talk and hands-on activities are critical elements of the Kickstart 

intervention program. Students need to talk and hear others talk about 

numbers as much as possible to gain confidence, recognize relationships 

between numbers, and develop flexibility in using them. 

Kickstart makes this interaction possible—and fun—by encouraging groups of 2–6 students 

to sing songs, jump on a giant number line, play games, engage with hands-on manipulatives, 

and share their thinking. A plush friend named Cota Kangaroo even accompanies students 

on their number sense journey. The materials needed, how to use them, what to talk about, 

and how to move from one activity to the next are all spelled out in the Teacher Guide.

When students struggle with their grade-level math 

curriculum, it’s often because their grasp of number sense 

is less developed than the core curriculum assumes. With 

Kickstart: Number Sense, any adult can lead a small-group 

intervention that helps struggling students talk comfortably 

about numbers and develop foundational number sense 

skills in just 60 days!  

Grade-Level Ready in 60 Days! 

Any Adult Can Lead  
Any classroom teacher, Title I teacher, 

interventionist, instructional assistant, 

staff, or volunteer can effectively 

lead students through Kickstart 

with little preparation time. Explicit 

teaching support is included in each 

Teacher Guide and is also available on 

MyZBPortal.com. Additionally, Kickstart 

is available in English or Spanish. 



Kickstart: Number Sense Resources 

DESCRIPTION ISBN PRICE

COMPLETE INTERVENTION KIT
Kickstart: Number Sense for Grades K–2

Features all materials for grades K–2, including Stage A Teacher 
Guide, Stage B Teacher Guide, Stage C Teacher Guide, Blackline 
Master Book, Songbook, Ten Park Cards, Activity Cards, Student 
Materials Pack, and two one-year licenses to MyZBPortal.com.

Intervention Kit English 978-1-4531-3870-0 $1,255
Intervention Kit Spanish 978-1-4531-3871-7 $1,255

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Student Materials Pack 

Features hands-on manipulatives for up to six students, 
including DecaDeck, 30-foot Number Line, spinners, dice, 
plush Cota Kangaroo, student number lines, counting cubes, 
rekenreks, transparent sheet protectors, and dry erase markers.

Student Materials Pack 978-1-4531-3869-4 $495

MyZBPortal.com Online Resources (1-Year Access)  
Includes recordings of songs, on-demand lesson demonstration 
videos, and digital copies of Blackline Master Book and Teacher 
Guides.

MyZBPortal.com English (1-Year Access) 978-1-4531-3873-1 $79
MyZBPortal.com Spanish (1-Year Access) 978-1-4531-3874-8 $79

DESCRIPTION ISBN PRICE

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES CONTINUED
Stage A Teacher Guide 

Addresses skills necessary for kindergarten core curriculum. 
Used in intervention with students in grades K–1.  

Stage A English 978-1-7352-4550-8 $125
Stage A Spanish 978-1-7352-4553-9 $125

Stage B Teacher Guide  
Addresses skills necessary for first-grade core curriculum. Used 
in intervention with students in grades 1–2.

Stage B English 978-1-7352-4551-5 $125
Stage B Spanish 978-1-7352-4554-6 $125

Stage C Teacher Guide  
Addresses skills necessary for second-grade core curriculum. 
Used in intervention with students in grade 2.

Stage C English 978-1-7352-4552-2 $125
Stage C Spanish 978-1-7352-4555-3 $125

OPTIONAL ADD-ON
Kickstart: Early Number and Counting 

Optional add-on to Kickstart: Number Sense program. Addresses 
basic counting and number skills. Used in intervention with 
kindergarten students struggling with Stage A content.  

Early Number and Counting Teacher Guide 
Add-On English 978-1-4531-3862-5 $100
Early Number and Counting Teacher Guide 
Add-On Spanish 978-1-4531-3872-4 $100
MyZBPortal.com License Add-On English 
(1-Year Access) 978-1-4531-3875-5 $39
MyZBPortal.com License Add-On Spanish 
(1-Year Access) 978-1-4531-3876-2 $39

Available in English or Spanish

Kickstart Fits Real Classrooms

Efficient. Brief 20-minute lessons fit flexibly into schedules. Students in  
grades K–2 can complete two grade levels of intervention in a single year if needed.

Convenient. Ready-to-use kits include all the materials for 2–6 students plus 
explicit teaching support. Lessons require little to no prep time.

Effective. Assessments help place students in the program, monitor their progress, 
and signal when they’re ready for the core curriculum. Progress monitoring tools 
track data necessary for essential decision-making.

WARNING: !! CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.  
Not for children under 3 yrs.



Jen Hunt developed Kickstart in response to needs she saw 

while working with teachers from more than 100 school 

districts throughout the Northwest. Before becoming a 

consultant and author, Jen was a classroom teacher in grades 

K–2. She uses her degrees in education and psychology to 

approach teaching through the lens of child development, 

brain research, and best practice. She specializes in small-

group math instruction, number sense, primary interventions, 

maximizing management for efficiency, and reflective practice. 

Learn more about Kickstart: Number Sense

zaner-bloser.com/kickstart

Kickstart answers the question on every primary teacher’s 

mind: How do I reach my students who struggle in math 

because they lack the number sense needed to be successful 

in a conventional math program? This straightforward 

intervention does not require a teacher to master yet another 

curriculum, nor does it need an extended period of time to 

implement. Its short, simple lessons are easily accessible to 

both teachers and students.

M0001 02.23800.421.3018  •  zaner-bloser.com

Developed by a K–2 Teacher

Teachers Praise Kickstart’s Accessibility

—Karee Hall, Teacher


